Cloth modeling and simulation algorithms have been a great challenge to researchers since the 1980s. The existing approaches can generally be classified into three categories: geometric, physical, and hybrid techniques [13] . Geometric methods [18] apply geometrical equations to create clothlike visualizations without considering the physical properties of the cloth. Physically based models [1-9, 12, 14-17, 20, 22] represent cloth as a collection of numerous tiny elements. The forces or energies associated with each element are calculated to simulate the behavior of cloth. The accuracy and efficiency of the simulation vary from method to method. The hybrid techniques [2, 11, 16, 17, 19] combine physical and geometrical methods and are used mostly to implement more complex simulation models.
Cloth modeling and simulation algorithms have been a great challenge to researchers since the 1980s. The existing approaches can generally be classified into three categories: geometric, physical, and hybrid techniques [13] . Geometric methods [18] apply geometrical equations to create clothlike visualizations without considering the physical properties of the cloth. Physically based models [1-9, 12, 14-17, 20, 22] represent cloth as a collection of numerous tiny elements. The forces or energies associated with each element are calculated to simulate the behavior of cloth. The accuracy and efficiency of the simulation vary from method to method. The hybrid techniques [2, 11, 16, 17, 19] combine physical and geometrical methods and are used mostly to implement more complex simulation models.
Physically based modeling methods include finite element models [1, 4, 5, 8, 15] , finite volume models [9] , and particle system models [3, 6, 7, 14, 22] . Among these models, the mass-spring model is a simple and powerful approach. It models the cloth with interactive particles and each particle is animated by integrating the force or the energy associated with it over time. Thus the shape of draping cloth is obtained.
In general, two kinds of approach are used to increase the computer simulation speed. One is to employ a faster numerical integration method, and the other is to optimize the collision detection algorithm. In terms of the numerical integration method, Baraff et al. [2] have defined an implicit integration scheme that allows the system to take large steps in the simulation and to use hard constraints although the system is highly complicated. Meyer et al. [12] applied a hybrid explicit-implicit integration algorithm to perform a fast and stable simulation based on an elastic mass-spring model. 1 Traditional collision detection algorithms are based on geometric object-space interference tests that are likely to be time consuming. Various computer software-based optimization techniques have been introduced to reduce the number of checks [1, 11, 15, 17, 19] . In addition, hardware-based techniques such as image-space tests have also been developed to speed up the process [16] . These approaches are very efficient, although their dependence on specific hardware may prevent their wide applications on the Internet.
Abstract In order to perform virtual reality fitting of a garment through the Internet, an effective method of three-dimensional (3-D) garment modeling is developed. The garment is simulated using a 3-D quadrangular mesh based on a massspring system. To demonstrate the dynamical draping behavior of particular woven fabrics, the material properties adopted in the simulation, including tensile, shear, and bending, were measured using the Kawabata system. In animating the garment, a method of minimal enclosure was introduced to facilitate fast and reliable detection of cloth-body and cloth-cloth collisions.
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In this paper, a hybrid approach is proposed to simulate the garments based on a mass-spring system. The body data is obtained from a three-dimensional (3-D) body scan, and the garment points are obtained by calculating the offset values between body surface and the garment [21] . These 3-D garment points form a spatial mesh in which each vertex is taken as a mass point, and any two adjacent particles are connected with one kind of spring. The mechanical testing results for a few typical woven fabrics measured using the Kawabata Evaluation System (KES) [10] are used to calculate spring forces. A method of minimal enclosure is applied to implement cloth-body and cloth-cloth collisions detection and handling.
Mass-Spring System for Cloth Modeling
The cloth model is constructed by a rectangular mesh of l × n mass points (also called particles) with two principal directions representing the warp and weft directions, respectively. Each mass is linked to its neighbors by massless springs, as shown in Figure 1 . There are three different types of springs: (a) structural springs that connect each mass with its four adjacent non-diagonal masses and serve to resist planar stretching/compression deformation in warp and weft directions; (b) shear springs that connect each mass with its four adjacent diagonal masses and serve to resist negative and positive shearing deformation; and (c) bend springs that connect each mass with its four neighbors in every other row in warp and weft directions and serve to resist bending deformation. Each particle moves according to the Newton's law:
The force f ij is divided in two parts: the internal forces and external forces.
The external forces adopted in our simulation come mainly from the environment, including (a) gravity: f gra (P ij ) = mg; (b) air damping: f air (P ij ) = C vis v ij ; (c) wind force as pro-posed by Young et al. [20] ; and (d) damping force and bumping force which exist only when a collision happens.
The internal forces applied to any particle P ij come from the deformations of all springs connecting this particle to its neighbors:
(2) Different fabrics should be represented by different stress-strain behaviors for all three types of springs used in our model. In the next section we will explain how to calculate the three kinds of spring-forces from the experimental data. Equation (1) is integrated over time using an explicit Euler method for its simplicity.
Calculation of Internal Forces
A technique for deriving internal forces from the experimental data produced by the KES has recently been developed [3] . The mechanical properties of the springs connected to a mass representing a r × r (mm 2 ) area of cloth are derived from the corresponding stress-strain behavior of a particular woven fabric.
Structural Spring Force
In the KES tensile test, a tensile force is applied along the short edge of a rectangular cloth specimen, and the stressstrain data is then recorded. Taking the warp-structural spring as an example, when the tensile force is exerted, all the warp-structural springs are assumed to be uniformly loaded. Therefore, for one warp-structural spring, its tensile force can be calculated as:
where f KES_str_warp is the KES measured tensile stress, l is the effective width of the specimen in the weft direction, and e is the strain of the specimen in the warp direction corresponding to the strain of each warp-structural spring. The values of g str_warp (e) are obtained from the KES warptensile plot.
The in-plane compression test of a fabric may not be possible because apparel materials are so soft that they buckle easily before measurable in-plane compression deformation happens. In Dai's model [6] , the stress-strain behavior of the fabric in-plane compression is the same as in tension. In reality, for identical absolute value of strain, the fabric resistance to planar compression should be totally different from that to tension due to the nature of Figure 1 Geometric structure of a mass-spring model.
fibrous assemblies that buckle under very small compression load. Since the tensile part of the KES stress-strain plot is approximated by the polynomial function | f KES_str | = g str (e), it is assumed that the compression part follows a similar quadratic function | f KES_com | = g com (e) which works to prevent each pair of particles from getting too close.
Shear Spring Force
Fabric shear is generally defined as two-dimensional (2-D) deformation, yet pure planar fabric shear exists only in welldesigned experiments such as the KES shear test. In fabric draping, the shear deformation is always accompanied by buckling and bending in which the four particles constructing the local quadrangle would not be coplanar. Instead they take on the shape of a 3-D irregular triangular pyramid. This complicates the calculation of shear force and shear angle that are normally defined to describe an in-plane shear deformation. To handle this case, Dai [6] introduced a twisting spring to account for the out-of-plane shear as well as two shear springs for in-plane shear. In our model, the shear deformation of the local quadrilateral is described by the stretching or contracting of two shear springs. Thus the 3-D problem is simplified into two one-dimensional problems.
The shear behavior of the cloth is measured using the tensile tests in the directions of 45° to the warp direction. Then the direction of tensile force will always be parallel to one direction of shear spring and perpendicular to the other direction. Thus the resulting plot reflects directly the stress-strain relationship of the shear spring. When the stress-strain relationship function of |f KES_sh | = g sh (e) is obtained from the resulting plot, the relationship between the force and the strain of a shear spring is as follows:
The important point is that the structural springs are much stiffer than the shear springs. When the fabric is tensioned along 45° off the warp direction, shear springs contribute to the resistance to deformation most whereas structural springs will be simply rotated instead of being extended within the range of shear deformation under consideration in this model. Likewise, when the fabric is tensile loaded, the contribution of shear springs to the resistance to the deformation can be neglected.
Bend Spring Force
To derive the mechanical properties of bend springs from KES bending test results, a simplified model was adopted as shown in Figure 2 . Taking the warp-bend spring A 1 A 2 as an example, before draping (t = 0), the bend spring A 1 A 2 is straight (K = 0) and the three neighboring particles A 1 , A 2 , A 3 are in line. During draping, the spring A 1 A 2 bends into an arch and the three particles form a spatial triangle. The resultant plane is perpendicular to the corresponding local segment of the entire fabric. Thus the specimen's local bending curvature is identical to that of the bend spring, which is evaluated as: (5) and the bending moment of bend spring A 1 A 2 is evaluated as:
From KES bending plot the relationship of |M warp | = g bend_warp (K) · l is obtained. Then with equations (5) and (6), the force f spr_bend_warp induced by a curved warp-bend spring is calculated as: (7) The mechanical properties of the fabric in the weft direction can be acquired in the same way as described above. Finally, all the functions, g str_warp (e), g str_weft (e), g sh (e), g bend_warp (K), g bend_weft (K), are obtained by approximating the corresponding KES mechanical plots with piecewise quadratic functions [3] .
Cloth-Body Contact and Handling

Minimal Enclosure Method
The main idea of creating the minimal enclosure is to use a group of simple and regular geometric bodies to recon-
Calculation of the force induced by a curved bend-spring A 1 A 2 .
struct a simplified human body in collision detection based on real body scan data. The human body is divided into several independent parts, including neck, trunk, arms, and legs, each of which is represented by a set of basic elements of the enclosure including spheres and truncated declined cones (TDC). Columns, declined columns and truncated straight cones are all special cases of TDC. In the system, each body part is first considered as a group of l closed loops, and each loop is constructed by connecting n points. Then each loop is enclosed by a column, and every two vertically adjacent columns are connected by a TDC (Figure 3) . Therefore, the l × n body points are replaced by l columns and l -1 TDC. Before the conversion, each cloth particle would be examined against l × n × 2 body triangles, whereas now it is examined against only 2l -1 geometric bodies.
In addition, spheres are used for raised parts and articular parts including hips, breasts, shoulders, elbows, and knees, which make collision detection even easier. Furthermore, spheres at articular parts play an important role for a moving body. When the system works, the group of points that need to be simulated with spheres are automatically identified and enclosed with a suitable sphere. Figure 4 shows the computational procedure in collision checking between a particle P (x p , y p , z p ) and a TDC in the following four steps:
Collision Detection
1. First, z p is examined to ensure that z p (z B , z A ). , the next step (step 3) will be taken for further checking. 3. The TDC is extended to a full declined cone and point O is the peak point. Plane PAO and circle A intersects at points A 0 and A 02 (A 02 is not shown in the figure but will be mentioned later). Then in plane PAO, a line PN perpendicular to the cone's sidetrack A 0 O is drawn. It is considered that is the shortest distance from point P to the TDC's surface. To calculate the vector , the coordinates of A 0 (x A0 , y A0 , z A0 ) are needed and calculated as follows: (8) Solving these equations, two points are obtained: A 01 and A 02 . The useful one is chosen by finding the smaller value between and . Then the vector is calculated.
A line PO
If
, where is the velocity vector of the particle P, a collision occurs, and the normalized vector is the unit normal vector of the colliding plane.
In addition, in each step above, three special cases of TDC are picked out, namely columns, declined columns and truncated straight cones, because they each have even easier checking methods.
Collision Handling
When a collision is detected, the damping force and bumping force are used to handle collisions. The velocity of each colliding particle is split into two parts: the tangential velocity component parallel to the colliding plane and the normal velocity component perpendicular to the colliding plane. The damping force is proportional to in 
magnitude but has a reverse direction. Two forms of damping exist: dynamic damping and stationary damping. Which one to choose is determined only by the value of . When is within a predetermined range, stationary damping is assumed. Otherwise, dynamic damping is assumed. While the damping force weakens , the bumping force weakens and reverses .
Penetration Response
In our system, a simple and classical method called timebisection [22] is used to respond to penetration. Suppose ∆t is the time interval. If penetrations are detected at T + ∆t, we restart at time T and calculate new positions and velocities at time T + ∆t/2, and check again. If no penetration is found and also no collisions (If any collision is detected, it is resolved instantaneously) at T + ∆t/2, the simulation continues from T + ∆t/2 to T + ∆t. However, if penetration is detected at T + ∆t/2, the time interval is further bisected and new computations are performed until no penetration is found at T + ∆t/2 n . Collisions, if detected at T + ∆t/2 n , are simultaneously resolved, and then the same process is performed to check and resolve penetrations from T + ∆t/2 n to T + ∆t until no penetration is detected from T to T + ∆t.
Cloth-Cloth Contact and Handling
The minimal enclosure is also applied to perform self-collision detection. Each quadrangular fabric segment is divided into two triangular facets and one triangle defines a sphere ( Figure 5 ). Therefore the collision and penetration between two triangular cloth facets are transformed into those between two cloth spheres.
However, when two spheres contact, their inner triangles may not contact at all ( Figure 5 ). The area of a triangle or the volume of a sphere is so small in comparison with the entire fabric that the contact of two cloth spheres at least means two cloth triangles are close enough. There-fore in the program we still consider that cloth-cloth collision happens. Two special cases should be mentioned: (a) some constrained cloth facets are impossible to collide, so they are excluded in collision checking; (b) cloth spheres created with neighboring cloth triangles initially contact or intersect each other, thus collisions or penetrations between these spheres are also excluded in the checking process. As neighboring cloth spheres are closely joined together, they form a continuous cloth sheet. When relative velocities are so high that some sphere-sphere penetrations are missed within one time step, there must be penetrations by neighboring spheres detected elsewhere. Then the time interval is bisected until no penetrations are found.
The velocity of each colliding sphere (e.g. sphere A or B in Figure 5 ), which is the vector sum of the velocities of three constructing particles, is split into two velocity components: one (v An or v Bn ) is along the direction of line AB and the other (v At or v Bt ) is perpendicular to line AB. Then the same kinds of bumping force and damping force are used to handle two velocity components respectively. The resulting velocity vectors (v′ A and v′ B ) are respectively allocated to three constructing particles proportionally according to their contribution to v A or v B .
In this study, one style of garment is simulated; it is made of three different types of fabrics, cotton, silk and wool, respectively. The simulation results are presented in Figure 6 with the garments being animated in the same environmental conditions.
Conclusion
A mass-spring system is used to describe woven fabrics and garments. The material properties important to fabric draping are measured from the Kawabata system and the experimental data are incorporated into the system to calculate internal forces, so that the draping behavior of a partic- ular type of woven fabric can be demonstrated. In garment simulation, two kinds of minimal enclosures, namely the body enclosure and cloth enclosure, are respectively used to check and handle cloth-body and cloth-cloth collisions. The process of collision detection is therefore significantly simplified. The results show that this system gives reasonably accurate and natural cloth or apparel draping. This method made the simulation process fast enough to show 3-D garment dynamically through Internet.
